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Abstract

This document presents the features implemented for the automatic deployment
and dynamic provision of grid services, and for the scalable cloud-like management
of grid site resources in the second year of the project. These features, developed
largely in Work Package 6 (WP6), are integrated into the StratusLab Toolkit by
Work Package 4 (WP4).
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1 Executive Summary
The present document describes the software implemented in WP6 during year
2, whose design was specified in the deliverable D6.4 Cloud-like Management of
Grid Sites 4.0 Design Report [4].

Concretely, TCloud [5], OCCI [3] and Deltacloud [1] APIs have been incorpo-
rated into StratusLab as cloud-like APIs for accessing the Service Manager, Virtual
Machine Manager and for storage and networking capabilities. The Open Virtual-
ization Format (OVF) [2] was selected as the service definition language and used
also for contextualization. The Claudia framework [6] was integrated to handle
service management and scalability including new scalability rules identified by
use cases. New storage and network capabilities have been developed in WP6 as
advanced features integrated in OpenNebula [7]. Finally, an Inter-cloud Connector
module has been introduced for working on cloud bursting, federation and broker-
ing.

Most of these implemented features, developed in WP6, have been integrated
into the StratusLab distribution with the help of WP4. This means that the imple-
mented features have been stored in the StratusLab git repositories, accessible via
the RPM package repository and tested via jobs in hudson.

This document presents the features implemented for the automatic deploy-
ment and dynamic provision of grid services, and for the scalable cloud-like man-
agement of grid site resources. It describes the implemented features and where
the software, installation and configuration instructions and end-user documenta-
tion can be found.
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2 Introduction
Grid applications deployed over IaaS clouds can benefit from a set of features that
StratusLab provides in the release 2.0: i) interoperability of APIs and application
definition, ii) new scaling rules for the Service Manager, iii) networking capabili-
ties, iv) storage management, v) monitoring of the application and accounting and
vi) federation via the Inter-cloud Connector.

With respect to the features represented in StratuLab architecture version 2.0,
shown in Figure 2.1, the following document specifies the work carried out in WP6
regarding the following topics:

• The inclusion of cloud-like interfaces and a language based on standards to
increase the interoperability in cloud service management.

• The introduction of a service manager, on top of the current virtual machine
manager, which is able to control and configure grid services as a whole
providing scalability mechanism at the service-level (as part of the service
manager) to scale up and down grid service components according to some
Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) and hardware usage.

• Advanced networking capabilities that provide added features such that users
can more dynamically create and configure deployment-specific virtual net-
works, in order to provide finer control and isolation of their system deployed
in the cloud.

• Storage capabilities such as the OpenNebula datastores. There are other
components related to storage capabilities in the StratusLab architecture, like
the Marketplace and the Persistent Disk Service, but they have not been im-
plemented as part of WP6.

• Monitoring systems at the physical, virtual hardware and grid service lay-
ers for regular administration tasks, accounting purposes and for triggering
scalability mechanisms.

• The Inter-cloud Connector as part of Stratuslab for providing federation ca-
pabilities interfacing a given cloud site with another.
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Figure 2.1: StratusLab Architecture

2.1 Organization of Following Chapters
The document is organized as follows: Chapter 3 provides a summary of the imple-
mented features in WP6 with respect to the previous topics (defined in D6.4 [4]).
Missing features are discussed in Chapter 4. Finally, the Chapter 5 provides some
conclusions.
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3 Implemented Features
This section provides an overview of the features implemented in StratusLab with
respect to automatic deployment and dynamic provision of grid services, as well
as scalable cloud-like management of grid site resources. Table 3.1 presents an
overview of the developed functionalities. This table lists the functionality, the
repository where the software is located, the RPM packages which contain the
functionality, whether the functionality is part of the StratusLab 2.0 release, ad-
ministrator documentation, user documentation, and the contribution from within
WP6. The table summarizes the implemented features which are described in the
following sections.

3.1 Interoperability
Interoperability allows users to access different sites uniformly and to reuse run-
ning virtual images. StratusLab is focused on the use of Cloud-like API and Virtual
Appliance (Service) Language Definition.

3.1.1 Cloud like APIs
The Cloud-like APIs in StratusLab contain the TCloud API for the Service Man-
ager and monitoring, OCCI for VM, network and image management, and Delta-
cloud (replacing the planned jClouds API) for VM and image management.

3.1.2 Virtual Appliance (Service) Language Definition
The Open Virtualization Format (OVF) [2] is the format used to specify virtual ap-
pliances. With respect to the standard, new extensions have been included in OVF
to cover StratusLab requirements, like scalability and load balancing. StratusLab
provides a library to process OVF files as part of the Claudia distribution software.
The ovf-manager is the OVF processing library which is part of the Claudia
distribution.

3.2 Service Manager
The Service Manager that has been integrated in StratusLab is named Claudia.
Claudia acts as a middleware for IaaS clouds that will enable service-level pro-
visioning, automated deployment, scalability for the service (together with new
scalability rules) and integration with monitoring. New scalability rules have been
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added in the Claudia implementation to specify the number of nodes to be scaled
or some scaling down policies like the lazy scaling down.

3.3 VM Manager
As Virtual Machine Manager, StratusLab includes OpenNebula 3.2, which has
been considerably improved during the project, including support for groups and
ACLs, datacenter placement policies, improved security, new authentication sys-
tems, and VM templates.

Moreover, OpenNebula provides functionality to manage networks and stor-
age, for monitoring and accounting, and to build hybrid or federated clouds. That
functionality is described in the following sections.

3.4 Network Manager
StratusLab incorporates the abstraction needed to extend the VM lifecycle model
to add networking aspects. This generic approach allows the management com-
ponent of StratusLab, OpenNebula, to interact with any networking fabric. This
functionality is provided through OpenNebula network drivers, that perform con-
figuration operations before the VM is launched, after it is booted and when it is
destroyed. The StratusLab distribution includes drivers to interact with common
switching facilities: IEEE 802.1Q and Open vSwitch.

Additionally StratusLab provides support for enabling simple firewalling rules
to allow a regular user to filter TCP, UDP or ICMP traffic. This firewall rules are
set up on-the-fly, outside the VM, so it does not require any intervention of the user
or special firewalling software to be installed in the VM.

3.5 Storage Manager
StratusLab features multiple components to manage storage, namely: the Market-
place, the Persistent Disk Service, and specialized drivers to integrate these com-
ponents with OpenNebula.

The Marketplace serves as a searchable registry for shared machine and disk
images. The Persistent Disk Service provides on-site management of persistent
storage areas allowing users to create disks of a given size, to launch a machine
with the disks attached, and to persist the disks after their use, so that the disks
are available for use by another machine instance. These components have been
developed outside WP6.

The storage capabilities of OpenNebula have been also improved in StratusLab,
with the addition of the Datastore abstraction. A datastore is an abstraction of any
storage medium for VM disk images. Datastores are distributed to the hosts with
specific transfer (TM) drivers (shared, ssh, iscsi, vmware or qcow). This allows a
single host to include multiple datastores of different types.

OpenNebula 3.4 includes several datastore types: file-system based, iSCSI/LCM
and VMware. Moreover the temporal disk images or copies are placed in a special
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datastore, the system datastore, that can be also distributed among the hosts with
different transfer drivers. However, in StratusLab 2.0, which includes OpenNeb-
ula 3.2, the Marketplace and the Persistent Disk Service are still integrated using
transfer drivers.

3.6 Monitoring and Accounting
StratusLab provides monitoring systems to constantly check the performance of
the system. These monitoring systems are able to collect metrics about hardware,
software and service, which are used later for scalability. The monitoring systems
are based on probes (collectd software) introduced in the VM by contextualization,
a collector and aggregator of this monitoring information, a database which stores
all the data and an API.

For resource accounting, StratusLab relies on the underlying capabilities of
OpenNebula. By querying the accounting database administrators can retrieve in-
formation regarding resource usage per user and can easily correlate it with the
hosted services running inside the virtualized resources (e.g. a grid site on a Stra-
tusLab based cloud).

3.7 Inter-cloud Connector
StratusLab provides the Inter-cloud Connector, which allows the Multi-Cloud sce-
nario, where multiple external and internal cloud computing services are deployed
and managed to match business needs. The Inter-cloud Connector allows instanti-
ation of VMs on public clouds (like Amazon EC2) as well as partner clouds (like
other StratusLab sites). The component abstracts the external clouds APIs by pro-
viding a common interface to them that can be plugged into the VM Manager
component allowing a hybrid or federated cloud approach (where the VM Manager
decides to outsource computation to another public or partner cloud, respectively)
or the Service Manager component with a cloud brokering approach (when the VM
is deployed in different cloud providers according to user policies).

The following table shows the status of the Management of Grid Services and
Resources towards the release 2.0.
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Table 3.1: Implemented Features Summary

Topic Repository Packages In 2.0? Admin Doc. User Doc. WP6 work
TCloud API git://github.com/

StratusLab/claudia.
git

tcloud-server-rpm Yes http://stratuslab.eu/
doku.php/claudia

http://claudia.
morfeo-project.org/
wiki/index.php/
TCloud Server

Evolved
existing code

OCCI API git://git.opennebula.
org/one.git

one-3.2-StratusLab Yes http://opennebula.
org/documentation:
rel3.4:occicg

http://opennebula.
org/documentation:
rel3.4:occiug

Evolved
existing code

Deltacloud API git://git.apache.org/
deltacloud.git

deltacloud-core No1 http:
//wiki.opennebula.
org/deltacloud

http:
//wiki.opennebula.
org/deltacloud#
using deltacloud

Evolved
existing code

OVF format git://github.com/
StratusLab/claudia.
git

clotho-rpm Yes http://claudia.
morfeo-project.org/
wiki/index.php/
OVF Manager

http://claudia.
morfeo-project.org/
wiki/index.php/
OVF Manager

Taken from
Claudia

Service Manager
(Claudia)

git://github.com/
StratusLab/claudia.
git

clotho-rpm,
tcloud-server-rpm,
claudia-commons,
claudia-client-rpm

Yes http://stratuslab.eu/
doku.php/claudia

http:
//stratuslab.eu/doku.
php/claudia#claudia
stratuslab test

Evolving in
WP6

1It is part of Deltacloud.
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Scaling policies git://github.com/
StratusLab/claudia.
git

part of clotho-rpm Yes http://stratuslab.eu/
doku.php/claudia

New ones in
WP6

VM Manager
(OpenNebula)

git://git.opennebula.
org/one.git

one-3.2-StratusLab Yes http://opennebula.
org/documentation:
rel3.4:vmmg

http://opennebula.
org/documentation:
rel3.4:vm guide

Evolved
existing code

Network
Manager
(OpenNebula)

git://git.opennebula.
org/one.git

one-3.2-StratusLab Yes http://opennebula.
org/documentation:
rel3.4:nm

http://opennebula.
org/documentation:
rel3.4:vgg

Developed in
WP6

Storage Manager
(OpenNebula)

git://git.opennebula.
org/one.git

one-3.4 No2 http://opennebula.
org/documentation:
rel3.4:sm

http://opennebula.
org/documentation:
rel3.4:img guide

Developed in
WP6

Monitoring git://github.com/
StratusLab/
monitoring.git

collectd-base,
collectd-
basicprobes,
collectd-java

Yes http://stratuslab.eu/
doku.php/
monitoringsystems

http://stratuslab.eu/
doku.php/
monitoringsystems

Developed in
WP6

Accounting git://git.opennebula.
org/one.git

one-3.2-StratusLab Yes Not applicable http://opennebula.
org/documentation:
rel3.4:accounting

Evolved
existing code

OpenNebula
Connector

git://github.com/
StratusLab/one.git

one-3.2-StratusLab Yes Developed in
WP6

2It is part of OpenNebula 3.4, while StratusLab 2.0 includes OpenNebula 3.2.
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Amazon EC2
Connector

git://git.opennebula.
org/one.git

one-3.2-StratusLab Yes http://opennebula.
org/documentation:
rel3.4:ec2g

Not applicable Evolved
existing code

Claudia Broker git://github.com/
StratusLab/claudia.
git

placement-rpm Yes Not applicable Evolved
existing code
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4 Missing Features
The jClouds API was finally replaced by the Deltacloud API. Both of them can be
defined as aggregator APIs, but there were some existing code for the latter one,
which had to be adapted for OpenNebula 3.2 and 3.4.

Also, there were plans to evaluate and adopt solutions from other projects, like
CDMI-Proxy from Venus-C for storage, accounting and billing system also from
Venus-C, and OpenNAAS from Mantychore, providing IP Network as a Service.
However, these solutions were released too late for StratusLab to evaluate them.
For example, OpenNAAS 0.8 was released in April 2012, CDMI-Proxy 2.0 in
April 2012, and the 1.0 version of the accounting solution in March 2012.
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5 Conclusions
This document has provided an overview of the functionalities implemented within
the scope of WP6 in the second period of the project.

Some of the topics specified in this document, developed in WP6, have been
integrated as part of the Stratuslab v2.0 distribution. To obtain this objective, WP6
developments have been integrated as part of the StratusLab development infras-
tructure (git repositories, hudson jobs, production of RPM packages etc.). In ad-
dition, some command line client tools have been developed in WP4 for the auto-
matic configuration and installation of these components as part of the StratusLab
distribution. Finally, these developments have been deployed in Stratuslab testbeds
and tested via use cases (part of WP2).
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Glossary

APEL Account Processor for Event Logs
Appliance Virtual machine containing preconfigured software or services
Appliance Repository Repository of existing appliances
CDDLM Configuration Description, Deployment, and Lifecycle

Management
DGAS Distributed Grid Accounting System
DHCP Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol
DMTF Distributed Management Task Force
Front-End OpenNebula server machine, which hosts the VM manager
Hybrid Cloud Cloud infrastructure that federates resources between

organizations
IaaS Infrastructure as a Service
IP Infrastructure Provider
Instance a deployed Virtual Machine
JRA Joint Research Activity
KPI Key Performance Indicator
Machine Image Virtual machine file and metadata providing the source for Virtual

Images or Instances
NFS Network File System
Node Physical host on which VMs are instantiated
OASIS Organization for the Advancement of Structured Information

Standards
OCCI Open Cloud Computing Initiative
OGF Open Grid Forum
OVF Open Virtualization Format
Public Cloud Cloud infrastructure accessible to people outside of the provider’s

organization
Private Cloud Cloud infrastructure accessible only to the provider’s users
Regression Features previously working which breaks in a new release of the

software containing this feature
Service Manager/SM A toolkit to provides Service Providers to dynamically control the

Service provisioning and scalability
Service Provider/SP The provider who offers the application to be deploy in the Cloud
SMI Service Manager Interface
SSD Solution Deployment Descriptor
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VApp Virtual Appliance: pre-configured software stacks comprising
one or more virtual machines to provide self-contained services

Virtual Machine / VM Running and virtualized operating system
VMI Virtual Manager Interface
VO Virtual Organization
VOMS Virtual Organization Membership Service
Web Monitor Web application providing basic monitoring of a single

StratusLab installation
Worker Node Grid node on which jobs are executed
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